
SERIOUS EQUIPMENT  •  SERIOUS FUN  •  ACCESS FOR ALL

Separation Solutions to Optimize Pool Space 
S.R.Smith SwimWall System™ Pool Dividers can be customized 

to segment a swimming pool into multiple smaller areas in 
order to maximize pool space for a variety of aquatic activities

POOL DIVIDERS
SWIMWALL SYSTEMTM



CREATE MORE POOL TIME IN SECONDS

Key Features
• Resin and color infused fiberglass construction for exceptional durability and strength
• New construction and retrofit options
• Marine grade 316L stainless steel fittings
• Width, height and thickness are customized to requirements

Fits around 
lane linesNon-slip surface

Optional added 
target markers

Infused color for longevity 
and minimal maintenance

HOW SWIMWALL POOL DIVIDERS WORK
From the pool deck, air is pumped into the SwimWall which causes it to move into a vertical position within 
seconds. Lane lines can remain in place during the process. A large stainless steel pin secures the SwimWall 
to a locking mechanism on the pool wall. To lower the wall the pin is retracted, the SwimWall is gently 
pushed to one side, and air is replaced with water. The SwimWall moves to the pool floor where it remains 
when not in use.

240V 10amp air 
supply system



CREATE MORE POOL TIME IN SECONDS

swimwall system pool dividers

FAQs
Q. Does my swimming pool need to be drained to install SwimWall Pool Dividers?

A.  SwimWall System™ Pool Dividers can be installed, without draining the pool, in about 3 days.

Q. What type of pool surface can accept a SwimWall?

A.	 SwimWalls	can	be	installed	in	concrete,	tiled,	vinyl-lined,	and	fiberglass-coated	steel	pools.

Q. Are SwimWall Pool Dividers typically used to separate a 50-meter pool at the half way point?

A. Yes, they are usually installed at the halfway point in a long course pool. 

Q. How many lanes can be covered with one SwimWall?

A. Typically a SwimWall covers from 2 to 5 lanes. 

Q. Are SwimWall Pool Dividers strong enough to withstand tumble turns?  

A.	 Yes,	SwimWall	Pool	Dividers	stay	rigid	against	the	force	of	tumble	turns	with	very	little	deflection.

Pivoting hinges are  
secured with marine 
grade stainless steel 

anchors

Stainless steel pin 
locks into pool wall
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Pool Programming Flexibility
S.R.Smith SwimWall™ Pool Dividers provide unprecedented 
pool flexibility, allowing more swimming pool patrons in the 
pool at the same time. Wall sections can span the entire width 
of a pool, effectively doubling the number of swim lanes, or can 
section off virtually any area of the pool to create space for a 
wide variety of aquatic activity.

From design to manufacture, delivery and installation, S.R.Smith provides complete turnkey pool 

separation solutions. Contact us to find out how S.R.Smith SwimWall System™ Pool Dividers can help 

maximize the use of your swimming pool.

Email us at marketing@srsmith.com for more information, or visit www.srsmith.com/SwimwallSystems

Typical Morning Pool Schedule with the help of  SwimWall System™ Pool Dividers

Elite swim team

Water Polo 
practice

Masters swim 
team

Kayak 
class

Fitness 
swimmers

Recreational 
swim

Learn to swimLap swimmers

Junior  
swim team

9:00–10:55 am            7:00–8:55 am      11:00 am–12:00 pm

Ask about our other Commercial Pool Equipment:

Starting 
Blocks

Boards  
& Stands

Lifeguard  
Chairs

Pool 
Games

Pool Access 
Equipment

Ladders 
& Rails

Lane Line 
Reels

Pool 
Slides


